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Population distribution of wavefront aberrations
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We present a population study of peripheral wavefront aberrations in large off-axis angles in terms of Zernike
coefficients. A laboratory Hartmann–Shack sensor was used to assess the aberrations in 0°, 20°, and 30° in the
nasal visual field of 43 normal eyes. The elliptical pupil meant that the quantification could be done in different
ways. The three approaches used were (1) over a circular aperture encircling the pupil, (2) over a stretched
version of the elliptical pupil, and (3) over a circular aperture within the pupil (MATLAB conversion code
given). Astigmatism �c2

2� increased quadratically and coma �c3
1� linearly with the horizontal viewing angle,

whereas spherical aberration �c4
0� decreased slightly toward the periphery. There was no correlation between

defocus and angle, although some trends were found when the subjects were divided into groups depending on
refractive error. When comparing results of different studies it has to be kept in mind that the coefficients
differ depending on how the elliptical pupil is taken into consideration. © 2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 330.0330, 330.7325, 010.7350, 080.1010.
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. INTRODUCTION
uring the past decades there has been a growing inter-
st in the optical properties and the image quality on the
etina of the human eye. Knowledge of the optical aberra-
ions is important for understanding the function of the
isual system and how it may be restored or even im-
roved. Population studies have therefore been performed
o investigate the image quality in normal eyes both
oveally (on-axis) and peripherally (off-axis, in oblique
iewing angles); some of the recent larger studies on on-
xis aberrations can be found in [1–6], and the off-axis
mage quality has for example, been assessed in [7–17].
oday, most measurements of ocular aberrations are per-
ormed with the popular Hartmann–Shack (HS) method
18], and on-axis aberrations are classified and quantified
ith Zernike polynomials [19,20]. Because of their wide-

pread use on-axis, the Zernike polynomials are begin-
ing to be used also for describing wavefront aberrations

n large off-axis angles; both in population studies (so far,
n four smaller studies [7,8,10,14]) and in a technique to
etrieve the optical properties of the inner eye through
ff-axis measurements [21,22]. But in oblique angles the
upil will appear elliptical in shape, and, since the
ernike polynomials are defined over a circular pupil, it is
ot straightforward how to present the off-axis wavefront
berrations; no standard exists, and the quantification
an be made in different ways. Therefore, this paper fills
wo purposes: it is the first large study on the distribution
f off-axis aberrations quantified with Zernike polynomi-
ls, and it discusses the effect of the elliptical pupil, using
hree alternative representations to present the results,
ncluding those representations used in previous studies.
1084-7529/09/102192-7/$15.00 © 2
dditionally, MATLAB code is given in Appendix A to con-
ert between the representations.

. METHOD
he off-axis wavefront measurements were performed as
art of a study on how to assess the peripheral refractive
rrors [12]. No cycloplegia was used, and the background
llumination was kept low to have naturally large pupils.
n total, 50 persons with normal, binocular vision were
easured, but 7 of them had a pupil diameter smaller

han 5 mm, and therefore only 43 subjects are presented
n this paper (25 males and 18 females, ages
9 to 66 years, mean 31.5 years, and the central refrac-
ive errors were as follows: mean spherical equivalent, M,
anged from −7.50 D to 2.38 D, mean −1.27 D; the cross
ylinder in 180° /90°, J0, ranged from −1.35 D to 0.50 D,
ean −0.06 D; and the cross cylinder in 45° /135°, J45,

anged from −0.29 D to 0.35 D, mean −0.02 D). The right
ye of each subject was measured at 0° (on-axis), 20°, and
0° off-axis in the horizontal nasal visual field (temporal
etina).

The wavefront aberrations were measured with a labo-
atory HS sensor, which is described in detail in [23]. In
hort, a narrow beam of laser light �633 nm� was sent into
he right eye in the desired measurement angle while the
ubject viewed fixation targets placed 3 m away with the
eft eye (except for the on-axis measurements when the
arget was aligned with the axis of the sensor and seen
hrough lenses). A camera with an eye-tracker system
as used to place the eye in the correct location and to

onfirm the off-axis angle. No spectacles or contact lenses
009 Optical Society of America
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ere used for the right eye and only the left eye, which
iewed the fixation target, was corrected with the foveal
rescription together with an additional +0.5 D to avoid
ccommodation. The pupil of the right eye was imaged on
o the lenslet array (325 �m�325 �m, focal length
8 mm) with a magnification of 0.85, and the resulting
pot pattern was captured by a CCD camera. The shape of
he pupil was estimated from the spot pattern by fitting
n ellipse to the lenslets at the edge of the pupil. The
avefront was then reconstructed with Zernike polynomi-
ls over a circular aperture with a radius equal to the ma-
or radius of the elliptical pupil (this is the LC represen-
ation described below). Finally, the coefficients of three
easurements were recalculated to the same pupil ra-

ius, adjusted for 550 nm wavelength, and averaged.

. Quantification with Zernike Polynomials
hen the pupil is elliptical, it has to be transformed into
circular aperture to enable quantification of the aberra-

ions with Zernike polynomials. This circular aperture
an be defined in three alternative ways, as can be seen in
ig. 1: LC, a large circular aperture encircling the ellipti-
al pupil; SE, a circular aperture that is a stretched ver-
ion of the elliptical pupil; and SC, a small circular aper-
ure located within the elliptical pupil. The character-
stics of each representation are described below. How-
ver, before going into the details, it should be empha-
ized that these versions all use the standard Zernike
olynomials; it is only the shape of the pupil that is ma-
ipulated, which leads to a change in the values of the
ernike coefficients. The theory for converting between
he coefficients for different apertures has previously
een described in [24], but it did not include the MATLAB
ode for elliptical pupils, and for the reader’s convenience
hat code is therefore given in Appendix A of this paper.

The procedure described in the section above corre-
ponds to the first representation (LC) and has been used
n some earlier studies [12,23]. Here the Zernike coeffi-
ients are calculated over a circular aperture that en-
ircles all spots in the measurement image and describe a
avefront that is extrapolated outside the borders of the
lliptical pupil (second image in Fig. 1). Together with in-
ormation on the true elliptical shape of the pupil, they
ive a full description of the original wavefront and the
eripheral image quality.
The second alternative (SE) stretches the elliptical pu-

il into a circular shape and has been used in earlier stud-
es on peripheral wavefront aberrations expressed with

ig. 1. A wavefront with spherical aberration and an elliptical p
eftmost image (Org) shows the original wavefront as it emerge
ontains extrapolated wavefront data; the third image (SE) is t
ircle; and the last image (SC) presents the version describing a
ernike coefficients [8,10,14,22]. Navarro et al. [14] used
aser ray tracing with denser sampling along the minor
xis of the pupil than along the major axis. The Zernike
oefficients were then fitted to a stretched version of these
ampling points, now spaced uniformly. Mathur et al. [8]
nd Atchison [10] measured the wavefront with a HS sen-
or and stretched the spot pattern into a circle before fit-
ing Zernike coefficients. In this case, the stretching of the
avefront was performed so that the height of the wave-

ront was conserved (i.e., the slope of the wavefront was
ecreased). However, stretching has two drawbacks. First
f all, a particular aberration will look different in the
tretched version than in the original wavefront, which
akes the interpretation of the Zernike coefficients less

ntuitive. This can be seen in Fig. 1: spherical aberration
ver an elliptical pupil will not be represented by rota-
ionally symmetric coefficients in the stretching alterna-
ive (in this example the spherical aberration coefficient

4
0 transforms into c2

0, c2
2, c4

0, c4
2, and c4

4). The second
rawback is that the amount of stretching (and hence the
ne-dimensional scaling of the Zernike coefficients) will
hange with the off-axis angle. This means that the
tretching alternative is difficult to use if coefficients in
ifferent angels are to be compared.
The last representation (SC) is shown in the fourth im-

ge of Fig. 1. Here, only a circular part of the measured
avefront is used. The circular subaperture of the ellipti-

al pupil can be realized by software that removes spots
utside the circle in the measurement image by rescaling
he extrapolated wavefront of the LC representation or by
sing a circular aperture placed in a plane conjugated
ith the pupil during the measurement. The aperture

hould be centered and its radius equal to, or smaller
han, the minor axis of the elliptical pupil. This represen-
ation is less well correlated with the peripheral image
uality in large oblique angles, because parts of the natu-
al wavefront are omitted. However, it is convenient for
nvestigation of optical changes with angle and has been
sed in [7,9,11,21,25].

. Calculation of the Root-Mean-Square Error
xcept for Zernike coefficients, another common way to
uantify the amount of aberrations is the so-called root-
ean-square (RMS) error. This is the standard deviation

f the wavefront error over the pupil and can be calcu-
ated by taking the square of the height of the wavefront
t each point, integrate, and divide by the area of the pu-

converted into a circular aperture in three alternative ways: the
the eye; the second image (LC) presents the version that also

rnative in which the original wavefront is stretched out into a
r subpart of the original wavefront.
upil is
s from
he alte
circula
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il. For wavefronts exiting circular pupils and expressed
s Zernike coefficients, the RMS error takes a simple
orm; it equals the square root of the sum of the squares of
he coefficients ���c2� [19,20]. Note that the piston and
ilt of the wavefront should be removed before calculating
he RMS.

With an elliptical pupil the RMS error can always be
alculated from the height of the wavefront at each point
s explained above. However, depending on how the
avefront is described with Zernike polynomials (the LC,
E, or SC representation), computing ��c2 will give dif-

erent values. The LC representation describes a larger
avefront than actually measured, and the coefficients
ill not predict the true RMS error since they include ex-

rapolated parts; often they will give a value higher than
he RMS error. Similarly, but in the opposite direction,
he SC representation describes only a part of the actu-
lly measured wavefront. The SC coefficients will there-
ore predict a value that is often lower than the true RMS
rror. The SE representation, however, has the advantage
hat the RMS error is given directly by the Zernike coef-
cients. This is because the height of the wavefront and
herefore the standard deviation of the wavefront error
re preserved during the stretching. Note that the RMS
alues given in Table 2 below have all been calculated
rom the Zernike coefficients; i.e., it is only the SE col-
mns that give the true RMS error over the complete el-

iptical pupil.

. RESULTS
able 1 gives statistics of the pupil shape and refractive
rrors of the right eye of the subjects in the three mea-
ured angles. The refractive errors were calculated from
he wavefront by minimizing the RMS over a 4 mm circu-
ar pupil (SC representation) and are given as mean
pherical equivalent �M=−4�3�c2

0 /r2
pupil�, cross cylin-

er in 180° /90° �J0=−2�6�c2
2 /r2

pupil�, and cross cylin-

er in 45° /135° �J45=−2�6�c2
−2 /r2

pupil�; note that the
alues are calculated from the wavefront measurements
lso for the on-axis measurements. The eccentricity of the
lliptical pupil was calculated as ��r2

major−r2
minor� /rmajor.

n-axis the mean eccentricity was 0.26 (highest mea-
ured value was 0.50), in 20° off-axis the mean was 0.39
max 0.64), and in 30° off-axis it was 0.53 (max 0.69). As a
omparison, the cosine approximation, rminor=rmajor
cos��off-axis�, would give 0, 0.34, and 0.50, respectively,

orresponding to a minor axis equal to 100%, 94%, and
7% of the length of the major axis. As expected, the ori-

Table 1. Population Statistics of the 43 Subjec

Parameter

Major pupil diameter (mm)
Pupil eccentricity 0
Orientation of minor pupil axis (degrees) R
Spectacle refraction, M (diopters) −1
Spectacle refraction, J0 (diopters) −0
Spectacle refraction, J45 (diopters) −0
ntation of the elliptical pupil was random for the on-axis
ase and turned to horizontal for the off-axis measure-
ents. The notation of the pupil axis is given according to

he standard axis notation (the Tabo scheme); i.e., 180°
eans that the minor axis of the pupil is horizontal.
For the statistics on wavefront aberrations over the

opulation in terms of Zernike coefficients, we used the
reviously mentioned representations (notation following
he ANSI standard [19]): LC, circular pupil with a diam-
ter of 5 mm that is extrapolated for some persons in 20°
nd 30° off-axis (many subjects had a minor pupil diam-
ter larger than 5 mm and therefore no true extrapola-
ion); SE, elliptical pupil with a major diameter of 5 mm
nd a minor diameter that follows the cosine approxima-
ion and is oriented along the 180° meridian of the eye;
nd SC, circular pupil with a diameter of 4 mm, which is
ot extrapolated for any of the subjects. Table 2 gives the
bsolute values of the individual Zernike coefficients for
hese three representations, averaged over the 43 sub-
ects in 0°, 20°, and 30° off-axis in the horizontal nasal vi-
ual field of the right eye (the on-axis aberrations are
iven with representation LC and SC only). Note that the
tatistics given in Table 2 was performed on the unsigned
oefficients to give a better estimate of the contribution of
ach aberration to the wavefront variance; the same type
f calculations were also made on the signed third- and
ourth-order coefficients for the SC representation and
re presented in Fig. 2 for comparison.
These changes with angle for the signed Zernike coeffi-

ients are further illustrated in Table 3 as correlation co-
fficients for the two representations with unstretched
upil (SC and LC). For the refractive errors, the horizon-
al viewing angle induced astigmatism with an axis of ap-
roximately 90° (negative cylinder); c2

2 showed a high
orrelation with the angle (almost 0.8). No correlation be-
ween defocus and the angle was found. Generally, the
igh-order aberrations increased significantly with the
ngle; from a RMS error of 0.11 to 0.28 �m over the 4 mm
upil (correlation coefficient of 0.6). The high-order aber-
ation coefficient with highest correlation �−0.73� was
orizontal coma �c3

1�, but also horizontal trefoil �c3
3�,

uadrifoil �c4
−4�, and secondary astigmatism �c4

2� got
ore pronounced with the angle, whereas vertical trefoil

c3
−3� and spherical aberration �c4

0� showed a trend to-
ard less aberration in the periphery. In Fig. 3 the angu-

ar variation of the two coefficients with largest correla-
ion (c2

2 and c3
1) are shown for both the SC and the LC

epresentations. As can be seen, astigmatism increases in
he expected quadratic behavior, whereas coma shows a
ore linear progression [26].

the Study (Mean Value±Standard Deviation)

20° 30°

.8 6.4±0.8 6.4±0.8

.09 0.39±0.09 0.53±0.08
2±16 2±7

.66 −1.65±1.60 −1.25±1.59

.37 −0.72±0.40 −1.37±0.51

.17 0.07±0.21 0.12±0.27
ts in

0°

6.5±0
.26±0
andom
.33±1
.01±0
.03±0
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. DISCUSSION
he HS principle can be used to measure central as well
s peripheral wavefronts when modified to handle large
berrations and elliptical pupils. One of the remaining ob-
tacles is how to quantify the peripheral aberrations. In
his study we used Zernike polynomials and suggested
hree alternative ways to describe the aberrated wave-
ront over an elliptical pupil. It should be stressed that
ernike polynomials are not the optimum functions for
escribing wavefronts with an elliptical outline. Nor are
he three alternatives described here the only ways to ma-
ipulate the pupil, but they are used in practice within vi-
ual optics research today.

Table 2. Variation with Off-Axis Angle (0°, 20°, and
the Population for Thr

Zernike
Coefficient

0°

LC: Large
Circle, 5 mm

SC: Small
Circle, 4 mm

LC: Large
Circle, 5 mm

SE
El

c2
−2 0.161±0.144 0.103±0.091 0.205±0.188 0

c2
0 1.501±1.230 0.929±0.799 1.731±1.208 1

c2
2 0.315±0.338 0.205±0.217 0.931±0.506 0

c3
−3 0.083±0.051 0.050±0.031 0.069±0.053 0

c3
−1 0.073±0.058 0.040±0.033 0.075±0.053 0

c3
1 0.061±0.056 0.035±0.029 0.271±0.171 0

c3
3 0.053±0.041 0.032±0.023 0.066±0.057 0

c4
−4 0.016±0.013 0.010±0.008 0.024±0.019 0

c4
−2 0.015±0.011 0.009±0.006 0.016±0.012 0

c4
0 0.069±0.054 0.033±0.026 0.062±0.050 0

c4
2 0.022±0.013 0.010±0.007 0.026±0.020 0

c4
4 0.020±0.017 0.012±0.010 0.024±0.019 0

RMS 5th ord 0.033±0.013 0.018±0.008 0.041±0.015 0

RMS 6th ord 0.020±0.011 0.007±0.004 0.025±0.012 0

RMS 7th ord 0.012±0.006 0.004±0.003 0.017±0.009 0

RMS 8th ord 0.004±0.003 0.001±0.001 0.007±0.008 0

MS 3rd–9th ord 0.190±0.072 0.105±0.040 0.339±0.156 0

aLarge circular aperture of 5 mm in diameter �LC�, elliptical aperture stretched in
eviation in �m over the population�.

ig. 2. Signed third- and fourth-order Zernike coefficients for a
mm circular subpupil (SC) in the three measured angles. The

ectangular bars are the mean values, and the error bars show
he standard deviation over the population.
30°) for the Absolute Values of Zernike Coefficients over
ee Different Pupil Shapesa

20° 30°

: Stretched
lipse, 5 mm

SC: Small
Circle, 4 mm

LC: Large
Circle, 5 mm

SE: Stretched
Ellipse, 5 mm

SC: Small
Circle, 4 mm

.193±0.176 0.131±0.117 0.286±0.253 0.250±0.219 0.185±0.157

.602±1.129 1.077±0.771 1.412±1.173 1.138±1.025 0.885±0.755

.743±0.540 0.591±0.328 1.739±0.660 1.314±0.694 1.122±0.417

.065±0.050 0.038±0.031 0.071±0.055 0.060±0.050 0.038±0.031

.073±0.053 0.042±0.032 0.077±0.056 0.071±0.053 0.038±0.030

.239±0.148 0.154±0.088 0.467±0.253 0.337±0.186 0.253±0.134

.061±0.055 0.037±0.033 0.097±0.076 0.074±0.066 0.057±0.046

.022±0.017 0.014±0.010 0.034±0.025 0.027±0.021 0.018±0.013

.014±0.012 0.009±0.007 0.019±0.016 0.015±0.013 0.010±0.009

.055±0.045 0.028±0.021 0.051±0.056 0.038±0.032 0.023±0.018

.026±0.018 0.015±0.012 0.043±0.043 0.037±0.030 0.023±0.018

.024±0.018 0.014±0.011 0.034±0.027 0.026±0.016 0.017±0.015

.036±0.013 0.022±0.009 0.059±0.049 0.039±0.013 0.027±0.011

.022±0.011 0.010±0.006 0.041±0.032 0.026±0.012 0.013±0.006

.015±0.008 0.006±0.004 0.029±0.033 0.017±0.010 0.009±0.005

.005±0.006 0.001±0.001 0.012±0.015 0.006±0.007 0.002±0.002

.304±0.135 0.188±0.081 0.524±0.253 0.388±0.177 0.281±0.129

to a circle of 5 mm �SE�, and small circular aperture of 4 mm �SC� �mean value�standard
Table 3. Correlation with Off-Axis Angle for Each
Signed Zernike Coefficient in �m over a 5 mm
Circular Aperture (LC) and a 4 mm Circular

Aperture (SC)a

Zernike
Coefficient

Correlation
with Angle
(signed LC)

Correlation
with Angle
(signed SC)

c2
−2 −0.270* −0.271*

c2
0 −0.010 −0.001

c2
2 0.780* 0.783*

c3
−3 0.265* 0.315*

c3
−1 −0.031 0.031

c3
1 −0.727* −0.727*

c3
3 −0.268* −0.298*

c4
−4 0.306* 0.348*

c4
−2 −0.021 0.002

c4
0 −0.114 −0.260*

c4
2 −0.122 −0.318*

c4
4 0.030 −0.104

RMS 5th ord 0.313* 0.382*

RMS 6th ord 0.362* 0.394*

RMS 7th ord 0.300* 0.412*

RMS 8th ord 0.324* 0.324*

RMS 3rd–9th ord 0.598* 0.609*

aPearson correlation coefficients, p�0.05 are marked with *.
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There are advantages and disadvantages with all three
lternatives. The SC representation, with a smaller aper-
ure confined within the elliptical pupil, neglects parts of
he wavefront, but it has the advantage that the coeffi-
ients can be treated in the same manner as for foveal
easurements. An additional advantage with SC, as well

s with the LC alternative, is that they can be directly
sed to compare the coefficients between different view-

ng angles. The coefficients with the SC and the LC rep-
esentation are closely related; the SC coefficients can be
asily obtained by scaling down the large pupil of the LC
epresentation to the SC size in the same manner as
hen changing the pupil size for on-axis measurements

27]. The LC and the SE representations both give a full
escription of the wavefront, but they require extra ma-
ipulation to calculate the retinal image quality.
An example of what might happen with the point-

pread function (PSF) if the representations are used in-
orrectly is shown in Fig. 4 for a wavefront with spherical
berration exiting an elliptical pupil. The true PSFs are
iven in the leftmost column (the upper is for a 30° off-
ngle and the lower for 50°). The middle column illus-
rates the effect of using the LC representation without
emoving the extrapolated part of the wavefront, i.e., cal-
ulating the PSF directly from the extrapolated wavefront
ver the circular aperture with the same diameter as the
ajor axis of the elliptic pupil. The rightmost column

hows the PSFs if the SE representation is used without
aking the stretched coordinate system into consider-
tion, i.e., calculating the PSF directly from the stretched
avefront over the circular aperture with the same diam-
ter as the major axis of the elliptic pupil. If results of dif-
erent studies are compared, it is important to keep in
ind that the Zernike coefficients for the different repre-

entations differ, just as the coefficients for circular pupils
iffer depending on pupil size; in 30° off-axis, for example,
he RMS of the high-order aberrations with alternative
E is 74% of that of alternative LC, and alternative SC is
nly 54% of LC. Additionally, the three representations
ill give slightly different trends when the coefficients in
ifferent off-axis angles are compared.

ig. 3. Variation with angle for horizontal astigmatism (c2
2,

quares) and coma (c3
1, diamonds) for two circular pupil sizes:

mm (LC, solid curves) and 4 mm (SC, dashed curves). The av-
rages of the two signed Zernike coefficients are plotted in mi-
rometers for the horizontal off-axis angles of 0°, 20°, and 30°.
he curves are best-fit curves: c2

2 follows a quadratic trend, for
C 0.0012��2

off-axis+0.022��off-axis and for SC 0.0008��2
off-axis

0.013��off-axis, whereas c3
1 has a more linear behavior, for LC

0.016 �m/deg and for SC −0.0085 �m/deg.
The on-axis results presented here are in good agree-
ent with earlier population studies. For example, the

verview by Salmon and van de Pol [1] gives the following
ean values and standard deviations in micrometers for
5 mm circular pupil (the data of the current study in pa-

entheses): high-order RMS 0.186±0.078 �0.190±0.072�,
nd the three largest aberrations are vertical trefoil c3

−3

.069±0.056 �0.083±0.051�, vertical coma c3
−1

.082±0.069 �0.073±0.058�, and spherical aberration c4
0

.064±0.049 �0.069±0.054�. Also off-axis we found trends
imilar to those of earlier studies (see e.g., the review
28]). One reason why no general change with off-axis
ngle was found for defocus is that subjects of different
efractive states were averaged. If the group is divided
nto emmetropes [abs�M�=0.5 D, 13 persons], hyperopes
M�−0.5 D, 11 persons), and myopes (M�−0.5 D, 19 per-
ons) the trend becomes clearer: the emmetropic group
as on average 0.11 D more myopic in 30° off-axis com-
ared with the foveal refraction (M calculated from the

2
0 of the SC method); the hyperopes were even more
yopic, 0.56 D relative to the fovea; whereas the myopes

howed the opposite trend and had relative hyperopia of
.59 D in 30° off-axis. These trends have also been noted
n earlier studies, and the relative peripheral hyperopia of

yopic eyes is especially of interest for myopia research
28]. Astigmatism increased in a quadratic manner in all
ubjects, as expected from the predictions of the Seidel
heory [26]. Additionally, the Seidel theory and all studies
7,8,10,14], including the present, show a linear increase
n coma with angle. The increase of 0.007 �m/deg in c3

1

or the 4 mm SC representation is close to the
.008 �m/deg from the study by Lundström et al. [7]. The
.02–0.03 �m/deg reported by Atchison [10] for c3

1 over a
mm SE aperture, which scales down to

.012–0.017 �m/deg for a 5 mm pupil, is also in reason-
bly good agreement with the 0.009 �m/deg found here
or the SE representation. Additionally, Atchison found a
light decrease in spherical aberration with angle in most
ubjects, which is also visible in all three representations

ig. 4. Effect on the PSF if the Zernike representations are used
ncorrectly. The figures show pure spherical aberration for an el-
iptical pupil; on the upper row the off-angle is 30°, and on the
ower row the angle is 50°. The leftmost column shows the true
SFs, the middle column illustrates the effect of using the LC
epresentation without removing the extrapolated part of the
avefront, and in the rightmost column the SE representation is
sed without taking the stretched coordinate system into
onsideration.
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f the Zernike coefficient c4
0 of this study. Regarding the

igh-order RMS error, Navarro [14] used the SE repre-
entation and found a close to linear increase with angle
ith the RMS in 40° off-axis being double the foveal
alue, whereas Lundström et al. [7] using SC representa-
ion found an even stronger and more quadratic increase
ith almost three times the foveal value in 30° off-axis on

he temporal retina. The corresponding values in this
tudy were 2 and 2.7 times for the SE and SC methods,
espectively, and although both methods showed a qua-
ratic increase in RMS, it was more pronounced for the
C alternative.

. CONCLUSION
his paper presents a population study of peripheral
avefront aberrations in terms of Zernike coefficients.
he aberrations in 0°, 20°, and 30° off-axis in the horizon-
al nasal visual field of the right eye for 43 normal sub-
ects are represented with Zernike coefficients in three al-
ernative ways; MATLAB conversion code is given in
ppendix A. All three representations show similar

rends: astigmatism and coma increase strongly with off-
xis angle in a quadratic and linear manner, respectively,
hereas spherical aberration decreases slightly. The
ean spherical equivalent does not correlate with angle,

lthough some trends can be seen when emmetropes, hy-
eropes, and myopes are analyzed separately.

PPENDIX A: MATLAB CODE FOR
ONVERTING BETWEEN ZERNIKE
OEFFICIENTS IN THE STRETCHED AND
ONSTRETCHED FORM

his code converts between the Zernike representations
C (circular aperture with extrapolated wavefront) and
E (elliptical pupil stretched into a circle), to get the SC
lternative (circular aperture within the pupil) simply
cale down the coefficients of LC. The program returns
he stretched or destretched Zernike coefficients, C2, from
he original set, C1, both in standard order. etaE=minor
upilaxis/major pupilaxis to strech the elliptical pupil,
ajor/minor to destretch. thetaE=angle in radians mea-

ured from the horizontal coordinate axis to the minor pu-
ilaxis in counterclockwise direction. For more details see
24].

function C2=TransformCellipsPub�C1,etaE,thetaE�

jnm=length�C1�−1; nmax=ceil��−3+sqrt�9+8*jnm�� /2�;
jmax=nmax*�nmax+3� /2;

S=zeros�jmax+1,1�; S�1:length�C1��=C1; C1=S;
clear S

P=zeros�jmax+1�; N=zeros�jmax+1�; R=zeros�jmax+1�;
CC1=zeros�jmax+1,1�; counter=1;

for m=−nmax:nmax
for n=abs�m� :2 :nmax

jnm= �m+n*�n+2�� /2;
P�counter, jnm+1�=1;

N�counter,counter�=sqrt�n+1�;
for s=0: �n−abs�m�� /2
R�counter−s,counter�= �−1� ˆs*factorial�n
s� / �factorial�s�*factorial��n+m� /2−s�*factorial��n−m� /2−s��;

end
if m�0, CC1�jnm+1�= �C1��−m+n*�n+2�� /2+1�

+i*C1�jnm+1��sqrt�2�;
elseif m= =0, CC1�jnm+1�=C1�jnm+1�;

else, CC1�jnm+1�= �C1�jnm+1�−i*C1��−m+n*�n+2�� /2
+1�� /sqrt�2�; end
counter=counter+1;

end, end

ETAE= � �;
for m=−nmax:nmax
for n=abs�m� :2 :nmax

ETAE= �ETAEP*�transformE�n,m,jmax, ,etaE,thetaE���;
end, end

C=inv�P�*inv�N�*inv�R�*ETAE*R*N*P;
CC2=C*CC1;

C2=zeros�jmax+1,1�;
for m=−nmax:nmax
for n=abs�m� :2 :nmax

jnm= �m+n*�n+2�� /2;
if m�0, C2�jnm+1�=imag�CC2�jnm+1�

−CC2��−m+n*�n+2�� /2+1�� /sqrt�2�;
elseif m= =0,

C2�jnm+1�=real�CC2�jnm+1��;
else,

C2�jnm+1�=real�CC2�jnm+1�+CC2��−m+n*�n+2�� /2
+1�� /sqrt�2�;
end, end, end

function Eta=transformE�n,m,jmax,etaE,thetaE�
Eta=zeros�jmax+1,1�;

for p=0: ��n+m� /2�
for q=0: ��n−m� /2�;

mnew=n; mnew=m−2*p+2*q; jnm= �mnew
+nnew*�nnew+2�� /2;

Eta�floor�jnm+1��=Eta�floor�jnm+1��+0.5ˆn*nchoosek��n
+m� /2 ,p�*nchoosek��n−m� /2 ,q�*�etaE+1� ˆ �n−p−q�*�etaE

−1� ˆ �p+q�*exp�i*2*�p−q�*thetaE�;
end, end
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